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Witho Worms’ somber yet beautiful 

landscape photographs investigate the 

tenuous relationship between humans 

and the natural environment. The intrigu-

ing mountainous forms depicted in his 

works are actually slag heaps — mounds 

of waste material produced by coal  

mining — captured in various stages of 

use and reclamation. Visiting industrial 

sites across Belgium, France, Germany, 

Poland, and Wales, Worms collects coal 

from each slag heap and then grinds it 

into a pigment that he uses to produce 

luminous carbon prints. The atmospheric, 

almost sooty prints display varying 

tonalities due to the specific properties  

of the coal mined from each region: some 

tend toward brown, others black or gray. 

Each reveals a point of convergence 

between representation and reality, 

combining subject and object into one.

Worms is not only reviving the nine-

teenth-century technique of carbon 

printing, he is also engaging with a larger 

overarching concept. His works comment 

on how humans have zealously mined 

the earth for natural resources, and 

more specifically, on the history of coal 

production in northern Europe. Funda-

mental to the growth of the industrial 

revolution, coal was the means by which 

these regions amassed significant politi-

cal and economic power during the nine-

teenth and twentieth centuries. It was  

the European Coal and Steel Community 

that became the forerunner to the Euro-

pean Union. Yet such ambitions come 

with a cost, and the safety of workers 

and the long-term effects on the environ-

ment have become an issue of intense 

debate. Coal mining creates energy and 

employment, but it is also dangerous 

work that devastates the landscape and 

contributes to climate change. Merging 

the natural and industrial landscape, the 

slag heaps are symbols of the historic 

and contemporary struggles of the min-

ing industry, from deadly accidents to 

poverty, workers’ strikes, and the eventual 

decline of iron and steel manufacturing 

economies across Europe.

Taking a panoramic viewpoint, 

Worms focuses on the heaps and their 

relationship with the surrounding land-

scape. In Farciennes I (Chemin d’Aiseau), 

Belgium (pl. 64), trees and foliage are 

just beginning to grow on the mound, 

creating an idyllic background to a marshy, 

picturesque landscape. Farciennes was 

once a major city in Belgium’s “Black 

Country,” or coal-mining basin, and coal 

was actively mined in the area until 1984. 

Infused with a sense of the passage of 

time, both this print and Herzogenrath, 

Germany (pl. 65), feature reclaimed slag 

heaps that reveal the astounding resil-

ience of nature: a former wasteland 

transforms itself into a beautiful, natural 

setting that at first glance would mask 

the area’s complicated mining history. 

Yet as remnants of coal production, the 

towering heaps can appear as pyramidal 

forms that jut oddly out of the earth,  

as seen in Haillicourt, France (pl. 67) or 

as barren, windswept pits as in Maerdy, 

Wales (pl. 68). In comparison, Rydułtowy 

II (Anna), Poland (pl. 66) depicts the still-

operating Rydułtowy-Anna mine, founded 

more than two hundred years ago in the 

Upper Silesia area of Poland, where con-

struction to deepen one of the shafts to 

over 1,200 meters is currently under way. 

In this work, an unpaved road winds up 

the still-young slag heap; the deep tire 

tracks embedded in the mud are evidence 

of the necessary trucks and heavy 

machinery strangely absent from the 

scene. Together, the five prints featured 

here reveal the cyclical process of ruin-

ation and reclamation of the land.

Worms gave the series and accom-

panying photography book the title Cette 

montagne c’est moi (This Mountain 

That’s Me), in part as a reference to the 

miners — the “human origin of the land-

scape” whose labor and livelihood are so 

closely interconnected to the creation  

of the slag heaps. It also refers to the 

challenges Worms faced when learning 

the complicated and labor-intensive car-

bon printing process, having developed 

and mastered the technique “from the 

ground up.” Worms has called the heaps 

“burial mounds of a nearly bankrupt capi-

talist system,” yet his prints are more 

elegiac in their documentation of loss, 

the ruination of pristine nature and the 

death of certain industrial practices.1 

Shimmering with specks of coal, they 

also speak to restoration and the revital-

ization of the landscape. a n

1. Witho Worms, Cette montagne c’est moi 
(Amsterdam, 2012), 171.
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64 Farciennes I (Chemin d’ Aiseau), Belgium, 2007, carbon print | 65 Herzogenrath, Germany, 2007, carbon print 

  66 Rydułtowy II (Anna), Poland, 2008, carbon print | 67 Haillicourt, France, 2007, carbon print

 68 Maerdy, Wales, 2007, carbon print
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